FlexCash: What you need to know!

Hints about utilizing your ID for FlexCash purchases...

Types and Usage

**BOARD FlexCash**: Included with some meal plans and valid for the semester (it does not carry over to future semesters).

**CAMPUS FlexCash**: Purchased by any student or staff member and is valid as long as the person is actively associated with PSU. Any balance remaining when the individual leaves PSU gets refunded to the individual’s Bursar account.

The two FlexCash types are linked to combine their balances. Since the BOARD FlexCash expires at the end of each semester, systems are set up to automatically draw from that account first.

Purchasing FlexCash (Value Stations)

There are 3 cash Value Stations located on campus: in the HUB (conveniently located right next to an ATM), in the Center Lodge, and in the Lamson Library entryway. At these stations you can use cash and your PSU ID to deposit funds to your Campus FlexCash account in any amount - and they can be accessed immediately.

Purchasing FlexCash (On-line)

Funds ($50 minimum) can be deposited to Campus FlexCash accounts with the use of a Visa or MasterCard through our secure web site. This is a great opportunity for parents or family members to purchase FlexCash for their student!

http://go.plymouth.edu/addflexcash

Funds deposited through this site are not immediately available: A purchase made prior to 4pm on a business day will be credited the morning of the next business day. A purchase made after 4pm will be credited on the morning of the second business day.

IDs are NOT Transferable!!!

Use of another individual’s ID card, even with their permission, is against University policy and shall result in disciplinary action. The owner of the ID is responsible for its security and proper use. Students are required to have a student ID in order to utilize their meal plan or FlexCash.

Lost / Replacement IDs

Students should take precautions to safe-guard their ID card much like they would an ATM or credit card. Lost or stolen IDs should be reported to the ID Center (located in the HUB) or at the following web site as soon as possible so the lost ID can be invalidated:

http://go.plymouth.edu/lostid

When an ID is reported lost or stolen, it can no longer be utilized. Due to technical and security concerns, once an ID card is replaced the prior version of that ID can no longer be used and cannot be reactivated. The University is not responsible for any misuse of lost or stolen IDs that are not reported as such.

Usage

FlexCash can be used at these venues: vending machines, laundry equipment, select campus copy machines, all foodservice locations, HUB Panther Print Shop / ID Center, Ice Rink skate rentals area, Campus Book Store, as well as these off-campus restaurants (for food and non-alcoholic beverage purchases) - Subway, Biederman’s Deli, Chase Street Market, Burrito me, Mandarin Taste, Café Monte Alto, Pat’s Pizza & Subs, and Hong Kong Garden.
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